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Microsoft Windows 7 Administrators Reference covers various aspects of Windows 7 systems,

including its general information as well as installation and upgrades. This reference explains how to

deploy, use, and manage the operating system. The book is divided into 10 chapters. Chapter 1

introduces the Windows 7 and the rationale of releasing this operating system. The next chapter

discusses how an administrator can install and upgrade the old operating system from Windows

Vista to Windows 7. The deployment of Windows 7 in an organization or other environment is then

explained. It also provides the information needed to deploy Windows 7 easily and quickly for both

the administrator and end users. Furthermore, the book provides the features of Windows 7 and the

ways to manage it properly. The remaining chapters discuss how to secure Windows 7, as well as

how to troubleshoot it. This book will serve as a reference and guide for those who want to utilize

Windows 7.Covers Powershell V2, Bitlocker, and mobility issuesIncludes comprehensive details for

configuration, deployment, and troubleshootingConsists of content written for system administrators

by system administrators
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This reference guide is a detailed tome for administering Windows 7. Jorge Orchilles has done a

wonderful job of providing information for various levels of administration, be it the home user

setting up a home group, a power user (like me) who uses administrative tools in the Business

edition of Windows 7, and for administrators in the business and enterprise environments. This book



is organized somewhat differently than other admin books I have read and I like the approach. The

author presents you with information on how Windows 7 was designed and updated from Vista,

(and includes his own opinions, not just Microsoft recommended tips, notably recommending using

Firefox instead of IE), the various versions of Vista and Windows 7 that were release (a complete

listing, including editions I had never heard of), descriptions of new features added and the

environments encountered. The book is written in a manner that describes in detail, features, tips,

tricks and procedures for installing, deploying, securing connecting, managing, securing and

troubleshooting the Windows 7 environment. I really like the straight forward approach and

descriptions of many admin services that Windows 7 has. Having read the Inside Out series and the

Windows 7 Bible series, which are at the opposite ends of the spectrum for users, the former for

advanced users and the latter for more basic users (though the Bible series does mention some

advanced features), I like this book because it simply explains many processes in easy to

understand language. Despite the suggested focus of a reference for business and enterprise

deployment and advanced users, I think anyone who would really like to learn more about Windows

7 should read this book.

The common phrase, "Early bird gets the worm", applies to technology books. In this case,

Microsoft Windows 7 Administrator's Reference: Upgrading, Deploying, Managing, and Securing

Windows 7 by Jorge Orchilles is easily my only choice for technical advice on this subject. As a

database administrator and network specialist, I need to get my facts right the first time because I

often making high dollar purchasing decisions based on the information in the books I read. This

book has helped me time and again with vital detail about how Microsoft Windows 7 performs with

Domain administration. The index in the back covers 9 pages worth of small print, text that is even

subcategorized for those of us the need answers quickly.In-Depth Coverage Of Windows

Virtualization TechniquesWith just Windows 7 Professional, you can host other operating systems

as virtual machines. For those us that have little time to experiment how with the mechanics of

Microsoft Windows, this book takes you step by step through over 35 pages of text to cover the fast

administration of this complicated task. The real goal of hosting a virtual PC is to get the new

features of Windows 7 while running in Windows XP. Many legacy systems will not run properly in

Windows 7 Ultimate so the only option to give your CFO the ability to run his programs is by

creating a virtual PC of Windows XP. In the pages that follow, the book tells you every step needed.

I was able to follow and implement these steps in four hours. Not bad considering I am just a newbie

to this new operating system!Helpful Screenshots And IllustrationsIf you are like me then you



appreciate it when someone writes a technical manual that includes screenshots to cover advanced

topics. No, I don't mean screenshots of wizards.
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